
In Class Mini-Project: Middle East Follow-up Activity              Name: _______________________ 

Using Pic Collage for Kids, create an “Images of the Middle East” on your iPad.  You should find 

your pictures through Culture Grams. Culture Grams  Username: wrms Password: wildcats 

Your Pic Collage for Kids needs to include the following information: 

⎕ A Title – Images of the Middle East.  

⎕ 2 pictures of different types of Geography found in the Middle East 

⎕ 2 pictures that represents Islam (the major religion of the Middle East) 

⎕ 1 picture representing Judaism in the Middle East 

⎕ 1 picture representing Christianity in the Middle East 

⎕ 2 pictures of Clothing - different styles - of the Middle East - traditional/modern 

⎕ 2 pictures of Architecture – different styles - of the Middle East - traditional/modern 

⎕ 2 different pictures of Homes found in the Middle East (homes- villages, apartments, etc.) 

⎕ 1 picture representing the Modern Middle East 

⎕ 1 picture of an Ancient Middle East site (a ruin or maybe way of life that has been practiced since ancient times) 

⎕ 1 picture representing a Middle School Student in the Middle East 

⎕ 1 picture representing School in the Middle East 

⎕ 1 picture representing Oil in the Middle East 

⎕ 1 picture representing a Current Event taking place in the Middle East  

Newseum - Approved Site for Current Events! 

⎕ Do you have 18 pictures of the Middle East from the above list?  

Search for your pictures carefully. Only use pictures that are on Culture Grams. (wrms; wildcats) 

This is the only safe and reliable source of photos that you are allowed to use.  Search Culture 

Grams by country and click on the Photo Gallery tab.   LABEL what the picture(s) represents. You 

will create your own collage and you are responsible for your final product.  

 

http://online.culturegrams.com/index.php
http://www.newseum.org/todaysfrontpages/?tfp_display=map&tfp_region=Middle%20East&tfp_sort_by=country

